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Tim Nunan  

♦ Laurie	  Kay	  
An introduction from QCA’s new 
Membership & Marketing Support Officer 

♦ Christmas	  Crackers	  
A few jokes and quotes to see you through 
Christmas 

♦ Motivating	  Clients	  Part	  5	  
Nathan Beel shares tips and strategies 
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January 2016 PD announced 
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A message from Don Secomb, 
QCA’s new President 

  

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

1

I would like to begin by thanking Tim Nunan for his work as President of the QCA for the last 3 years 
during which time saw among other things the PACFA restructure plans finally realised at the recent 
PACFA AGM in Melbourne. Tim, with the assistance of Neville Starick as the other QCA delegate to 
PACFA and Nathan Beel before him, has calmly with great care and patience ensured that QCA was 
effectively represented in the PACFA forums allowing the QCA view to be expressed. These 
representations, along with those of the other member associations of PACFA, have had real and 
beneficial outcomes for QCA and its members. I note that Tim has kindly accepted an ongoing 
position on the Management Committee that will greatly assist in providing continuity for the 
important on-going work of the Management Committee in the next twelve months.  
 
The recent AGM of QCA also saw the retirement of Shirley Hicks from the Management Committee 
who with Nathan Beel and Neville Starick, were instrumental in putting this year’s professional 
development program together and for then organising the facilities and the catering for each event. I 
believe this year’s PD program has been an outstanding success. Shirley’s willingness to serve in the 
coming year on the Professional Development Subcommittee is very welcome and I thank her for her 
work in the last year.   
 
I would also like to thank Cathy McCabe (who did not stand for re-election this year) for her 
contribution to the work of the Management Committee over the last twelve months. When I reflect 
that all this high quality, professional work has been done by volunteers, I am amazed that QCA has 
had such a pool of talent to draw from. As well, I would like to express my gratitude to the members 
who have generously stood for office again being the Secretary Nathan Beel, Treasurer Neville 
Starick and Anna Osborne and welcome the new Committee members, Claire Brown, Florence Ee 
and Kevin Glasheen.  I would also like to welcome Anna to the Executive of the Management 
Committee as she has kindly accepted the appointment to the position of Vice President. Anna was 
appointed at the first meeting of the Management Committee after the AGM, which means all 
positions on the Executive are now filled.  
 
The first meeting of the 2016 PD sub-committee was held on Thursday 12th November 2015. In 
attendance were Shirley Hicks (who was elected chair), Karen Belbin, Nan Cameron, John Nutting and 
myself. The Sub-Committee made considerable progress and members came ready with a number of 
suggestions for presenters. The Committee was able to put together a draft program for 2016 that 
hopefully will be of great interest to the members and the committee members are presently 
contacting various individuals with invitations to present. The Sub-Committee agreed on a proposed 
presenter payment schedule for 2016 and has asked the MC to endorse the following proposal:  
 
I used my attendance at the Half Day Professional Development seminar by Pamela Ray at Cooroy 
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Library on 31 October to make contact with Sunshine Coast members and to see how the Sunshine 
Coast "model" of regional professional development presentations might be adapted to the other 
large population areas around Brisbane, such as the Gold Coast, Toowoomba, Ipswich and 
Caboolture.  While I did not discover any magical solutions it seems pretty clear that having 
committed and motivated volunteers is fundamental to the success of regional professional 
development presentations.  
 
Regards 
Don Secomb 
 

“Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you all.” 

1

 
 
Hi Everyone 
 
I'm Laurie Kay and I am taking over the role of  
QCA Membership and Marketing Support Officer.   
 
As you may have read in the previous issue of Contact, we are 
looking for ways to improve QCA membership.  In order to 
tailor this as best we can to members individual and collective 

 

2

needs I will be contacting you on occasion to request your views and suggestions on what you feel 
would add value to QCA membership, be that changes, additions, streamlining.  I will then bring that 
feedback to the Management Committee so they can better address and improve the working 
experience of you, our members.  All feedback is of course confidential and will only be shared with the 
committee.  
  

I look forward to chatting to you all in the future. 
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The Three Stages Of Life 
                                                         Stage One: You believe in Father Christmas 

                                                          Stage Two: You don't believe in Father Christmas 
                                                          Stage Three: You are Father Christmas 

____________________________________ 

 
‘If you haven’t got any charity in your heart, you’ve 

got the worst kind of heart trouble’ 
~ Bob Hope 

 
‘Christmas is a season not only of rejoicing,  

but of reflection’ 
~ Winston Churchill 

 
 

 

____________________________________ 

 
‘That’s the true spirit of Christmas; people being 
helped by someone other than me’ 
~ Jerry Seinfeld 
 
 
‘People say I don’t write books, I make Christmas presents’ 
~ Bryce Courteney 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Christmas to the child is the first terrible proof that  
to travel hopefully, is better than to arrive’ 

~ Stephen Fry 

Christmas Crackers 
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FEATURE 

Motivating clients: How to help clients become 
ready, willing and able  

by Nathan Beel 

1

Last newsletter we looked at the three components of motivation - importance, confidence, and 
readiness. All need to be relatively high before clients (or any of us) will invest time and energy in 
substantial change. Generally only importance and confidence needs addressing, as readiness 
often follows these (particularly importance). 
 
 
Scaling Questions 
One of the more common techniques to assess and increase confidence and readiness is to use scaling 
questions. A scaling question helps clients measure where they currently are and where they would like to 
be. 
 
"On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being very low and 10 being very high, how important is it for you to 
change?" 
 
"On a  scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being very low and 10 being very high, how confident are you that you can 
change if you decided to?" 
 
The answers to these questions help reveal the client's perceived level of confidence and importance in 
relation to change. 
 
Follow up questions can be: 
 
"Help me understand why you indicated # and not a lower number?" Or "Help me understand the reasons 
for rating yourself as #?" 
 
These questions invite the client to describe the reasons for their answers. After discussion of these reasons 
the practitioner can then enquire if there are any other reasons. 
 
The next step is to ask: "What would be different if you were 6 instead of a 5?"  Explore these in some 
detail, including some "What else?" questions to invite descriptions of more differences.  These help clients 
become more aware of what possibilities exist. 
 
The following step might be "What would it take for you to move just one step higher, and how might you 
do that?" If this is too much, try "What might be the smallest thing that might be able to do to help you 
move in this direction?" Still another step might be to ask "Where does this leave 
you now?" These steps are inviting some type of action and forward movement. 
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There are a number of other strategies that can help (which can be found in Motivational Interviewing texts), 
some of which we may touch on in newsletters to come.  The scaling questions are perhaps one of the 
easier strategies to remember. Scale it, acknowledge current progress, invite vision of small changes, invite 
response and/or commitment. 
 
These skills are typically used within an active listening context so that clients don't feel interrogated. Also 
one of the keys with this process is not to move too fast otherwise it can trigger client resistance. We'll be 
looking at the notion of resistance in the coming weeks. In the next newsletter article, I'll describe a model 
of change that totally revolutionalised my understanding of people's natural change process.  Many of you 
will know it already, and perhaps it will serve as a refresher. 
 
by Nathan Beel / USQ 
Do PD and gain a university qualification. Consider USQ's new distance Grad Certs in Counselling - 5 
specialities available. 
Visit http://www.usq.edu.au/study/degrees/graduate-certificate-of-counselling for more information 

Claire Stephensen from Press Play Music Therapy presents: 

The art and science of music therapy: What can we 
learn? 

Discussions on relationships with music – exploring individual, group and cultural 
'relationships' with music 

What is music? What is music therapy? 
An introduction to the neurobiological, physiological and psychosocial basis for 
use of music and rhythm in therapy with particular reference to trauma-informed 

approaches 
Experiences of music therapy techniques 

Using music safely in therapy – what to watch out for when introducing music into 
the counseling space. 

QCA PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 2016 

29 JAN 
 
Relationships 
Australia, 
Spring Hill 
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Welcome to new and returning members 
QCA welcomes the following new members and extends warm congratulations to members who have 
upgraded. We look forward to seeing you at QCA functions. 

 
 

Clinical	   Mark	  Tonkinson	  

Provisional	   Sean	  Landau,	  Dianna	  Scholtes	  

Associate	   Ian	  Christie,	  Helen	  Garred,	  Maria	  Hull,	  Kate	  Leiper,	  Anelly	  Radosavljevic,	  Julie-‐
Ann	  Underwood	  

Affiliate	   George	  Buwali,	  Yvonne	  Clapham,	  Elizabeth	  Mainwaring,	  Sandra	  Shearer,	  
Shane	  Staunton,	  Wendy	  Webber	  

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

We wish to thank  
Relationships Australia  

at Spring Hill  
for generously allowing 
QCA to use their rooms 

for training and 
Professional 

Development Meetings . 

QCA December 2015 

 
“Working with imagery and metaphor to unlock inner 

resourcefulness” 

 

 
 

IDT FOUNDATION COURSE TRAINING 
 

IDT is a unique, page based way of working with words, images 
and feelings, and Interactive Drawing Therapy Limited run a range 

of courses using the IDT modality. 
 

For information on course dates and locations please visit our 
website: 

 

www.InteractiveDrawingTherapy.com.au 
Contact: 

Info@InteractiveDrawingTherapy.com.au 
 

IDT Foundation course are accredited to earn P.D. points on some 
organisations 

 


